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Green Proofs

Provide
unparalleled
transparency
in the energy
transition

Actions speak louder than words, especially when it comes to climate change. In this
decisive decade, companies and governments need to back up their decarbonization
pledges with verifiable data. Without concrete proof, ESG reporting and sustainability
claims become empty promises at best and outright misleading at worst.  


Fortunately, the number of low-, zero-, or negative-carbon products and supply chains is
growing at a breakneck pace. From electricity, to fuels, to commodities like steel, to carbon
sequestration, and even cryptocurrencies, there are solutions in nearly every industry
enabling organizations of all shapes and sizes to profitably reduce their carbon footprint.   
However, verifying the impact of these solutions remains a challenge. Accounting systems
across industries are fragmented, and verification processes are opaque. Even companies
with teams dedicated to this type of reporting struggle to produce anything more robust
than an annual PDF. We have the technology to do better, much better. 

Goodbye greenwashing. Hello Green Proofs.




Green Proofs

Our Vision
Our vision is for granular, accurate carbon accounting to be embedded into every commercial
transaction as taxes are today. From paper to plane tickets, our goal is to provide anyone who wants to

increase trust and transparency in their climate pledges with a simple solution to configure applications
for issuing proofs about the carbon attributes of their products and supply chains.

Introduction
Green Proofs is a highly customizable solution for registering and tracking
low-carbon products and their attributes in a highly scalable, transparent,
and efficient manner. It is an evolution of nearly five years of traceability
work in the Energy Web community that takes advantage of the latest
technological advances. Using a combination of decentralized identifiers,
verifiable credentials, and business logic embedded in smart contracts,
Green Proofs makes it easy to establish a transparent audit trail proving that
a given unit of energy or a given product (e.g., electricity, hydrogen, carbon
offsets, aviation fuel, green steel) is in fact “green.”  


Green Proofs is deliberately broad in scope and takes true advantage of
Web 3 technology to bring more trust to low, zero, or negative carbon
products and supply chainswithin and beyond the energy sector. 


A generic, publicly available production release of Green Proofs for any
user is slated for Q3 2022. Today, multiple Green Proof applications are in
development with Energy Web customers and members. These
applications are configured around three primary use cases: 24/7 matched
renewable energy, decarbonized bitcoin, and verified renewable electric
vehicle charging.


Green Proofs leverages blockchain
technology to unlock advantages
over conventional alternatives in
three key areas
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S trea m lined auditing

and verification
capabilities enhance
transparency and trust

S hared ow nership and

governance creates
incenti ves for industry
adoption

S calable and secure

identity and access
m anage m ent

Green Proofs streamlines enrollment processes for

With Green Proofs…


U sers and transactions in
the registry prov ide an
inherent audit trail through
every step of a lifecycle
through the use of
cryptographic signatures
to validate every action

Auditing happens
constantly and in real -ti m e ,
rather than at the end of
the m onth /q uarter/ year

Co mm odities can never be
lost , unaccounted for, or
double - spent , enabling
participants to trac k
ow nership and status fro m
production through
retire m ent

There is no need for data
reconciliation because all
relevant sta keholders
w ithin a gi ven m ar ket share
a source of truth

Green Proofs

How does it
work?
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Onboarding and issuing
roles to organizations,
assets and users


Configuring rolebased permissions

Defining conditions
and restrictions for
users
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Uploading documentation/
evidence for authorization or
specific proofs

Initiating the issuance
(minting) of a specific proof

Verifying the proofs
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Managing proofs (transfer,
revocation, redemption)

Use the proofs for reporting

Collaboration

Who is building
the project and
why

Benefits

The primary benefits of the
Green Proof solution include

Flexible  
governance

Transparency through
decentralization

Enhanced  

traceability

Maximum  

Low-cost

cybersecurity

What’s next

A generic, publicly available production
release of Green Proofs for any user is
slated for Q3 2022
Today, multiple Green Proof applications are in development with Energy Web customers and members. These
applications are configured around three primary use cases: 24/7 matched renewable energy, decarbonized bitcoin,
and verified renewable electric vehicle charging.


Download this Solution as a PDF
Download

Build with us and join the world’s largest ecosystem
of enterprises focused on decarbonizing the
economy with open source digital technology
Build with us

